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Abstract
Most previous works on urban traffic efficiency focused on the optimization of signal timings,
assuming vehicle speed was fixed or followed a giving distribution. In this paper, based on the two
way communication between vehicles and signal controller in Connected Vehicle (CV) environment,
we developed two vehicle speed guidance methods to decrease delay and number of stops at
intersections. By using Visual Basic and VISSIM COM interface, the simulation model consists of
three modules: the signal timing, the vehicle speed guidance, and the dynamic optimization. A field
intersection of Cao’an Road and Lvyuan Road in Shanghai is employed for simulation tests.
Compared with the simulation results optimized by classical signal control method, the proposed
methods can significantly decrease delays and number of stops, and improve the efficiency of traffic
control.
(Received, processed and accepted by the Chinese Representative Office.)
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1. INTRODUCTION
As a result of rapid urbanization and motorization in China in the past 2 decades [1, 2] traffic
congestion has become a severe issue and even a major cause of urban traffic and
environment problems [3, 4]. An increasing number of researchers have recognized that
decreasing delay and number of stops at signalized intersections is a potentially effective
strategy for relieving traffic congestion. In practice, there is also an increasing emphasis on
efficient traffic signal operations and strategies in many big cities within developing countries,
such as Beijing, Shanghai, and Jinan in China. Compared with the considerable amount of
time and resources to build urban expressway, inexpensive solutions that do not involve new
infrastructure investment are more desirable [5-7].
Traffic signal optimization is one of these promising low-cost options. Since Webster
proposed the original signal timing method, which resulted in a significant reduction of
vehicle delays [8], many studies have proposed signal timing strategies and documented the
benefits of signal timing program implementations. Most of the literature falls into the
following two classes: mathematical programming approach and simulation-based approach
[9]. Mathematical programming approach employed a set of mixed integer linear
programming (MILP) formulations to minimize the total intersection delays or to maximize
the green bandwidth [10-12], while simulation-based approach are developed to represent the
complicated interactions between traffic flow interactions and signal timing parameters [1315].
Most previous studies, including isolated intersection signal timing methods [16, 17] and
coordinated signal timing methods [18, 19], focus on optimizing signal timings without
considering speed. Even with a small traffic demand, real-time travel speed is a function of
DOI:10.2507/IJSIMM14(1)CO3
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several factors, including driver behaviour, vehicle characteristics, and the impacts of
upstream signals and traffic conditions. A departure from the constant speed values used in
these algorithms may result in low traffic control efficiency, or even traffic signal timing
system failure. Vehicle speed determines the time required for a vehicle traveling from an
upstream intersection (and vehicle detector) to a downstream intersection. This duration is a
critical component of signal timing strategy optimization algorithms. Therefore, different
vehicle travel speeds require different signal timing programs, even under similar traffic
conditions.
Although speed is very important to both the efficiency and safety of signal timing
systems [20], and the benefits of integrating speed into signal timing programs are known [21,
22], technical difficulties remain in reliably detecting and communicating travel speed in real
time between vehicles and traffic controllers. Recently, the development of vehicular
communication systems, called Connected Vehicle (CV) systems, where vehicles are
equipped with 5.9 GHz Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC) with
communication distance 500~1000 meters [23-25] or other wireless communications
technologies provide an interesting platform for deployment. These systems will enable
vehicles to send and receive messages to and from other vehicles (V2V) and the infrastructure
(V2I) [26, 27]. This communications capability could be used to send messages to vehicles
based on local geometric considerations as well as actual traffic situations when a vehicle
approaches an intersection.
Based on the significantly progresses of Connected Vehicle (CV) systems, the way to
design signal timing systems are now changed. While traditional video and in-pavement
detectors can generally provide information about presence [28], CV technologies allow
signal controller to guide vehicle travel speed according to current traffic conditions and
signal timing states. That makes it feasible to vary vehicle speed based on the needs of signal
timing strategies.
This research focuses on developing a travel speed guidance method to decrease delay and
number of stops for isolated intersections. The primary goals of this paper are to: 1) explicitly
capture the dynamic interaction between vehicle speeds and signal timings; 2) build a
simulation model to optimize signal timings and recommend bus speed in a united framework,
and 3) improve traffic efficiency based on speed guidance and minimize travel delays.

2. DEVELOPMENT OF OPTIMIZATION AND SIMULATION
APPROACH
2.1 General notation and terminology
The notations used hereafter are summarized in Table I.
2.2 Problem description
As shown in Fig. 1, if the first vehicle travels normally, it will arrive at the intersection at time
Ta and be stopped by a red light. If we do not want this vehicle to stop, the common practice
is to extend or hold the green light (Ta – Tr) seconds for the vehicle, then it will arrive at the
intersection during green. However, extending the green light causes traffic flow at the
conflicting approach experience some extra delays that limit its applicability. In Connected
Vehicle environment, based on two way communication between signal controller and vehicle,
speed guidance is another better solution in order to make the vehicle clear the intersection
without stopping. By guiding the vehicle accelerate from V0 to V1, the vehicle can also arrive
at the intersection during green without adjusting traffic lights duration.
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Table I: Key variables (notations) used in the formulations.
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Key
variables
a

ge
Li
l
N
S
Ta
Td
Tg
Tge
T0
tg
Ti
ts
Vi0
Vi
Vmax
Vmin

Description
Accelerated speed for vehicles (m/s2)
Effective green time duration for a phase (s)
Distance from vehicle i to stop line (m)
Number of lanes of a phase (#.)
Number of vehicles clear the intersection (#.veh)
Saturation volume for a single lane (#.veh/h)
Time instant of a vehicle arrives at the stop line (s)
Time instant of queue dissipated (s)
Time instant of green light begins (s)
Time instant of green light ends (s)
The current time (s)
Time duration of green light (s)
Time duration for a vehicle travel from the current position to stop line (s)
The minimal time headway for vehicles (s)
Initial travel speed of vehicle i (m/s)
The objective speed for vehicle i after speed guidance (m/s)
The maximum bus speed limit (m/s)
The minimum bus speed limit (m/s)

Distance

L0

Guiding speed V1

Initial speed V0

Time
Tr

Ta

Figure 1: Speed guidance before the vehicle arrives at the intersection.

2.3 The difference between “single-vehicle speed guidance method” and “multi-vehicles
cooperated speed guidance method”
In single-vehicle speed guidance method, according to the status of the traffic light, vehicles
are treated individually without regard to the surrounding vehicles. If vehicles travel normally
and can clear the intersection without stopping, then speed guidance is not required.
In multi-vehicles cooperated speed guidance method, vehicles in the same approach are
considered together. Based on the speed guidance, vehicles not only make themselves travel
through the intersection uninterrupted, but they need to help other vehicles to clear the
intersection.
The difference between “single-vehicle speed guidance method” and “multi-vehicles
cooperated speed guidance method” can be illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3.
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Distance

Guiding speed V1

Vehicle 1
Vehicle 2

Initial speed V0

Vehicle 3
Vehicle 4
Vehicle 5

Time

Figure 2: Speed guidance based on single-vehicle speed guidance method.

In Fig. 2, five vehicles named vehicle 1 to vehicle 5 need to be guided. For vehicle 1,
vehicle 2 and vehicle 3, cause they can clear the intersection normally with the initial speed V0,
therefore, according to the rules of “single-vehicle speed guidance method”, speed guidance is
not required for them. For vehicles 4 and 5, speed guidance is required; they need to
accelerate from initial speed V0 to guiding speed V1 in order to clear the intersection. However,
cause vehicle 1, vehicles 2 and 3 travel with initial speed V0 thus block the way vehicles 4 and
5 can proceed, vehicles 4 and 5 will experience extra delay and stops at the red light.
In Fig. 3, Speed guidance based on multi-vehicles cooperated speed guidance method is
giving. Five vehicles accelerate to guiding speed V1 and then all vehicles will clear the
intersection without stopping.
Distance

Guiding speed V1

Vehicle 1
Vehicle 2

Initial speed V0

Vehicle 3
Vehicle 4
Vehicle 5

Time

Figure 3: Speed guidance based on multi-vehicles cooperated speed guidance method.

The strategy of multi-vehicles cooperated speed guidance method is shown in Fig. 4. The
green durations are divided into small pieces called “green piece” according to the minimal
time headway ts between adjacent vehicles. Then green piece 1 will allocate to the first
vehicle in the approach. Green piece 2 will allocate to the second vehicle in the approach, etc.
If the vehicle is too far away from the stop line, and cannot arrive the intersection in allocated
green piece. Then the subsequent green piece will be allocated to that vehicle. For example, if
vehicle 1 cannot arrive in green piece 1, then green piece 2 will be allocated to it, if green
piece 2 does not work also, then green piece 3 will be considered and so on.
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Figure 4: The strategy of multi-vehicles cooperated speed guidance method.

2.4 Single-vehicle speed guidance method
Single-vehicle speed guidance method contains two different cases.
Case 1: when vehicles arrive, traffic light is red, or traffic light is green but queues in
front of the stop line are still not dissipated.
Case 2: when vehicles arrive, traffic light is green and queues in front of the stop line are
dissipated.
For case 1, the objective of the speed guidance is to minimize the stop delay. The best
solution is the vehicle reaches the queue tail when the last car begins moving, as can be
shown in Fig. 5. And the objective function can be specified as:
min(Td  Ta )
(1)
L

L0

Initial speed V0

Guiding speed V

Ta

Td

T

Figure 5: Vehicle speed guidance of cases 1 and 2.

In case 2, the objective of the speed guidance is to make the vehicle clear the intersection
before the end of the green light. As can be shown in Fig. 6, the objective function can be
specified as:
e

min(Ta  Tg )
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L

L0

Guiding speed V

Initial speed V0

Tg

Ta

T

Figure 6: Vehicle speed guidance of case 2.

2.5 Multi-vehicles cooperated speed guidance method
(1) Objective function
There are two steps for a vehicle to accept speed guidance and then clear the intersection
without stopping.
Step 1: Accelerate or decelerate to objective speed optimized by multi-vehicles
cooperated speed guidance method.
Step 2: Travel with objective speed then clear the intersection.
The time for a vehicle passes the stop line can be compute as:
2

Ti  T0 

Li 

Vi  Vi 0



a

2

Vi  Vi 0
2a

(3)

Vi

If Vi0 ≥ Vi, then the objective speed Vi can be computed as:
Vi  Vi 0  ati 

2

2

(4)

2

2

(5)

a ti  2atiVi 0  2aLi

If Vi0 < Vi, Vi can be computed as:
Vi  Vi 0  ati 

a ti  2atiVi 0  2aLi

where:

ti = Ti – T0
The delay for a vehicle can be compute as:
Di  ti 

as:

Li
Vf

(6)
(7)

Then the objective of multi-vehicles cooperated speed guidance method can be specified
min

N

D / N
i

(8)

i 1

(2) Constrains
The time for the first vehicle passes through the intersection should be greater than the time
that green light begins, as shown in eq. (9):

T1  Tg
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The time headways between vehicles should be greater than the minimum time headway:

Ti  Ti 1  t s

(10)

For all the vehicles that can clear the intersections in current cycle, the time that vehicles
clear the intersection should be smaller than the end time of the green light:

Tg  t g  Ti

(11)

The total number of vehicles that can travel through the intersection (N) can be set as:
N

S * l * ge

(12)

3600

The objective speed after speed guidance can be set as:

Vmin  Vi  Vmax

(13)

3. SIMULATION MODELING
3.1 Basic parameters
This study employs an example intersection to illustrate the applicability of the proposed
speed guidance method. This intersection located in Shanghai, China, named Cao’an RoadLvyuan Road intersection. For safety reasons, field test is not allowed. Therefore, with the
assistance of VISSIM platform, a simulation model has been formulated. The basic layout of
the study area is shown in Fig. 7.

a) Field intersection

b) Intersection in a simulation model

Figure 7: Basic layout of the study area.

Tables II and III summarize all experimental parameters. Every single simulation period is
defined to be one hour. Performance data (delay, number of stops) are collected for each
simulation run.
Table II: Lane distribution of study area.
Directions

Lane
distribution
Number of
lanes

Left
turn
1

Westbound
Through

Right
turn

Left
turn

3

1

1

Eastbound
Through

Right
turn

Left
turn

3

1

1
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Northbound

Southbound

Through

Right
turn

Multifunctional
lane

1

1

1
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Table III: Parameters of signal controller.
Signal Phases
Directions
Phase Time
Yellow and All-Red
Cycle Time

Westbound

1

Eastbound

37
3

Northbound
70

2
27
3

Southbound

3.2 Simulation modelling
Speed guidance can be realized by means of VISSIM platform, Visual Basic platform and
VISSIM-COM (Component Object Model) interface. The flowcharts of the simulation and
optimization methods are shown in Figs. 8 and 9. Sliding time window is adopted to
dynamically optimize the problems.
SAVE X, Y Position for
every vehicles
SAVE Current Signal
Timing Status

Start VISSIM-COM
Interface
Call VISSIM Simulation
Environment

Speed Guiding Needed?
Initialize Traffic
Parameters

For Each Degree of
Saturation

Simulation Starts

For Each Simulation
Random Seeds

For Sim=1 to Simulation
Period

YES
Single-vehicle Mode?
YES
Single-vehicle speed guidance NO
method

SAVE Simulation
Traffic Parameters

Multi-vehicles cooperated
speed guidance method

Call Vehicle
SpeedGuiding.app

NO
The Optimal Speed

NO
YES

Vehicle Exsit?

Speed Changing
Command.app

NO
Simulation
Time Out?

Continue with the
Simulation

YES
SAVE Performance Data for Every Vehicles

END

Figure 8: Flowchart of the simulation process.
Vehicle Data
Traffic Light Data

VISSIM
Platform

COM
Interface

Visual Basic
Platform

Optimization
Method

Figure 9: Simulation structure.
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3.3 Simulation calibration
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) has been employed to calibrate the simulation parameters.
In this paper, simulation parameters need to be calibrated are as follow:
ax : The standstill distance;
bx_add: Additive part of desired safety distance;
bx_mult: Multiplicative part of desired safety distance;
N1: Observed vehicles ahead;
d1: Emergency stopping distance;
d2: Distance for vehicles change lanes.
After optimization, the solutions are shown in Table IV.
Table IV: Optimized parameter solution based on PSO.
Parameters
Optimal results

ax
2.34

bx_add
3.54

bx_mult
4.76

N1
1

d1
5.5

d2
195.3

4. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
To evaluate the performance of the proposed strategies, the degree of saturation (volume-tocapacity ratio) is varied from 0.1 to 0.9, three cases are compared:
1) Case 1: no speed guidance;
2) Case 2: single-vehicle speed guidance method; and
3) Case 3: multi-vehicles cooperated speed guidance method.
Fig. 10 shows the comparison of number of stops for each of the above cases.

Figure 10: Comparison of number of stops for different cases.

As indicated in Fig. 10, the number of stops of case 1 and case 2 increases with the
increase of degree of saturation. Compared with case 1, by the means of speed guidance, case
2 can decrease number of stops by 70.3 %. Especially when the degree of saturation is low,
the number of stops in case 2 approaches zero. With respect to case 3, with the increase of
degree of saturation, the number of stops remains relatively stable and outperforms cases 1
and 2. Fig. 11 shows the comparison of average delay for each of the above cases.
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Figure 11 Comparison of average delay for different cases.

In Fig. 11, the average delay of all cases increases with the increase of degree of
saturation. Case 2 can decrease average delay by 15.6 % compared with case 1. Case 3
outperforms cases 1 and case 2 with decreases in average delay of 51.2 % and 25.9 %
respectively. Compared with case 2, case 3 can decrease average delay more effectively.
When degree of saturation is great than 0.8, the benefits of speed guidance for case 2 is small.

Figure 12: Comparison of average delay with box plot.
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Compared with case 1, the main reason case 2 can decrease the average delay is that the
peak value of the average delay in case 2 is decreased by single vehicle speed guidance (Fig.
11). But the main part of the average delay (Fig. 12) remains about the same. This illustrates
that single vehicle speed guidance strategy makes no difference for most of vehicles. But in
case 3, based on multi-vehicles cooperated speed guidance method, the main part of the
average delay decreases significantly, this testify that multi-vehicles cooperated speed
guidance method can serve more vehicles, decrease overall delays in various situations.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Based on the two way communication between vehicles and signal controller in Connected
Vehicle (CV) environment, vehicle travel speed can be dynamically adjusted according to the
current signal status and traffic conditions. This paper presented a novel approach for the
optimization of travel speeds to provide priority to vehicles at isolated intersections. The
objective of the proposed method was to minimize the average delay, ensuring that the
vehicles clear the intersection without stopping at a red light. Two different types of vehicle
speed guidance methods including “single-vehicle speed guidance model” and “multi-vehicles
cooperated speed guidance model” are proposed. VISSIM platform, Visual Basic and
VISSIM-COM interface are employed to build the simulation model. Simulation analyses
indicated that speed guidance can significantly decrease average delay as well as number of
stops. “Single-vehicle speed guidance method” can decreased the average delay by 15.6 %
and average number of stops by 70.3 % compared with “no speed guidance method”. “Multivehicles cooperated speed guidance method” decreased the average delay by 51.2 % and
25.9 % compared with “Single-vehicle speed guidance method” and “no speed guidance
method”, respectively. The number of stops of “Multi-vehicles cooperated speed guidance
method” approaches zero despite the fluctuation of degree of saturation. Further analyses with
box plot were also proved “multi-vehicles cooperated speed guidance method” can serve
more vehicles, decrease overall delays in various situations.
This paper presented preliminary simulation analysis and results for the proposed method
for an isolated intersection. More extensive simulation experiments or field tests will be
conducted in the future to assess the effectiveness of the proposed model under various traffic
and demand patterns, signal timing strategies (e.g., adaptive signal control), and Connected
Vehicle (CV) penetration. Corridor-wide or system-wide evaluation of the proposed model’s
performance should also be conducted in future studies.
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